**SERVICE TYPES**

**Full Service (Active)** – Active plant using regulated solvent.

**Full Service (Inactive)** – Inactive plant that used regulated solvent with machine connected to power, or solvent, waste, or (PCE, TCE) spotting agents still on site.

**Full Service (Closed)** – Closed plant that used regulated solvent with no machines connected to power and all solvent, waste, and spotting agents containing (PCE, TCE) have been removed from site. Site will never be operated as a full service plant again.

**Pickup (Full Service Inactive)** - Inactive full service plant that no longer does dry cleaning on site but has machine(s) connected to power, or solvent, waste, or (PCE,TCE) spotting agents still on site. Operates only as a pickup store.

**Pickup (Full Service Closed)** - Closed full service plant that no longer does dry cleaning on site and has no machines connected to power and all solvent, waste, and spotting agents containing (PCE, TCE) have been removed from site. Operates only as a pickup store.

**Non-Regulated Solvent (Full Service Closed)** – Past full service plant that formerly used regulated solvents and has no regulated solvent machines, solvent, waste, or (PCE, TCE) spotting agents on site. Operates only as a non-regulated solvent dry cleaning plant.

**Non-Regulated Solvent** – Active plant using only non-regulated solvents (wet cleaning, Rynex (glycol ether), green earth (siloxane), CO2, Solvaire (CO2 and Glycol Ether).

**Pick up Store (Active)** – Site has historically operated as a pickup store only.
**Pickup Store (Closed)** - Site has historically operated as a pickup store only and is now closed.
**Wholesale Solvent Supplier** – Solvent supplier only.